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For any DNA testing query you have, “EasyDNA South Africa” is your
trusted company of choice. We provide you with a wide range of DNA
tests, including paternity testing and relationship testing, with results

you can rely on. Our tests are set at affordable prices because we
understands just how important being able to find the answers is.
EasyDNA's paternity test starts at only R2395.00
There are NO EXTRA FEES.
You know your results will be correct and reliable because your DNA
testing is performed by an ISO 17025 internationally accredited
laboratory through state-of-the-art genetic identification systems.
EasyDNA also tests 21 genetic markers whilst many other companies
just test 16. We work quickly, too. Once we receive your samples at the
laboratory, the DNA test results will be sent to you via e-mail within
only 5-7 working days, so you do have to spend unnecessary time
waiting for the results.
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Why choose us.
Operating across South Africa with two branches located in Cape Town
and Johannesburg, we make the process easy and convenient. Once
your order is received, a DNA testing kit will be sent by courier to the
address which you provide to us. For your confidentiality and peace of
mind, all kits arrive in a discreet envelope. Kits can be sent to any place
in South Africa including Cape Town, Durban, Johannesburg, Pretoria
and Soweto. For further convenience for our clients, you can collect

your kit directly from one of our offices, in which case just let us know
before your arrival so we can assemble and prepare your kit. We look
forward to helping you with your test.
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We Support:

20 Loci Tested
Quality is in our DNA. We maintain the highest levels with every DNA
test to provide you with a service that is faultless.

Accreditation
With the highest, globally recognised accreditations, you can be
assured that we’re operating to the highest standards in the industry.

Customer care.
We are a local DNA testing company with a team of experts ready to
answer all your questions and guide you throughout the process.

How it works
1
Order test kit
2
Collect & send samples
3
Receive your results
Paternity testing.A DNA test is the most accurate method available to
confirm paternity, as well as the only legally approved way of proving a
relationship should the matter be disputed in a court of law.
EasyDNA also offer immigration testing which can help our clients
reunite with their relatives anywhere in the world. Since we test 21
genetic markers, the results of the paternity test will confirm whether
the alleged father is the biological father with a minimum guaranteed
accuracy of 99.99%.
If he is not the father, then the test’s reliability is of 100%.
Our accredited paternity test for the child and alleged father is priced
from only R2395 and is inclusive of the paternity test kit, the analysis of
the samples, and the DNA test report confirming the result. We also
offer a highly accurate non-invasive prenatal paternity test.
This is not just any test during pregnancy – it is a 100% safe prenatal
test, without any risk for the mother and baby.

Other DNA tests.
Are you biological related to your grandchildren? Are you really full
siblings? When members of the immediate family are unavailable or
unwilling to participate in a paternity test, we can still test for matching
DNA and give you answers to any relationship questions you have. How
is this done? We offer a wide range of DNA Relationship Tests including
testing between Siblings Aunts/Uncles and Grandparents.
The most common test is the DNA Siblings test which is used to confirm
whether two siblings are biologically related or not. We also provide
DNA Art services so that you can have your unique genetic profile made
into a colourful piece of art! DNA picture art is offered in a variety of
different colours and formats. This would make an ideal gift for
immediate members of your family who may also be interested in the
family’s genetic composition, or maybe for the grandparents of a baby
to have something original as a memento. Click Here to learn more.
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